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R. Kirkham, Member, IEEE, G. Moorhead, Member, IEEE, P. Dunn, Member, IEEE,
G. De Geronimo, Member, IEEE, and A. B. Rosenfeld, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A novel detector module conﬁguration based
on silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) detectors with LYSO
scintillators, a multichannel mixed analog/digital ASIC and
an FPGA-based digital data acquisition system has been
developed for preclinical positron emission tomography
(PET). The SCEPTER ASIC, originally developed for soft
X-ray detection at Brookhaven National Laboratory, has a
unique architecture incorporating multiple peak detectors
and time-to-amplitude converters, and offers an extremely
low dead time, making it ideal for coincidence detection.
A representative pair of channels in the prototype system
has been characterised. Measured energy and timing
resolutions are reported for coincidences between a singlepixel SiPM detector and a conventional PMT. A timing
resolution of 11.7 ns was achieved during a 48 hour run.
Energy resolution for the SiPM device and data acquisition
system was found to be 17%.

View (FoV) with a typical coincidence detection
sensitivity of between 3 and 5 % [1].
PET spatial resolution deteriorates towards the
edge of the FoV. This is a result of parallax error,
which increases uncertainty in the placement of the
Line of Response (LoR), creating an elongation
artifact in the reconstructed image (Figure I). The
resulting non-uniformity in image resolution may
be reduced by accurately determining the depth at
which gamma photons interact with the scintillation
crystal (Depth of Interaction or DoI). Techniques
for determining DoI include placing photodetectors
on opposite sides of a single scintillator slab and
using the relative pulse heights to determine DoI
(phoswitch detector), using a non-uniform optical
coupling between adjacent pairs of scintillator crystals, in which DoI is determined from the relationI. I NTRODUCTION
ship between the energies measured in the adjaPositron emission tomography (PET) is one of cent crystals, and segmenting (optically isolating)
the fastest growing non-invasive imaging modalities the scintillator and detectors in the radial direction
used in both clinical and preclinical studies. For [2], [3], [4]. Simulation based studies have also
research applications involving small animals, PET suggested alternative system geometries such as
systems with a small ring diameter are required. A box-like formation (as apposed to cylendrical) to
dedicated small animal PET scanner demands high optimise photon sensitivity [5].
Current PET system use several types of silicon
sensitivity and spatial resolution, at least an order of
magnitude better than typical clinical PET scanners. photodetectors such as PIN detectors and avalanche
Current state-of-the-art animal PET systems are photodiodes (APDs), with silicon photomultipliers
capable of a spatial resolution of the order of one (SiPMs) becoming an increasingly popular alternato two millimetres at the centre of their Field of tive in recent years. SiPMs reduce the gain uncertainty of individual APDs with respect to bias and
Ms. Safavi-Naeini, Dr. Petasecca, Dr. Lerch and Prof. Rosenfeld temperature, and offer a much higher gain that the
are with the Centre for Medical Radiation Physics at the University PIN diodes. They offer a very fast rise time, making
of Wollongong, Australia.
Dr. Franklin is with the School of Electrical, Computer and them ideal detectors for studies requiring a subTelecommunications Engineering at the University of Wollongong, nanosecond timing resolution.
Australia.
In order to perform high-resolution imaging of
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LOR with DoI

LOR without DoI

National Laboratory, coupled to a powerful signal
processing and data acquisition system (CSIRO’s
HYMOD) which pre-processes and logs the large
volume of resulting data for ofﬂine coincidence
detection and image reconstruction.
This paper presents initial measurements of timFig. 1. CMRPet: Two Detector Heads Mounted on Gantry
ing and energy resolutions performed using a
scaled-down version of the CMRPET system, with
only one pair of channels in coincidence. To provide
tion Physics (CMRP) is developing an animal PET a useful comparison with more conventional hardsystem, CMRPET, with a theoretical sub-millimeter ware, detectors, a SiPM detector is used for the ﬁrst
resolution and high sensitivity. The CMRPET de- channel and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used
sign utilises a novel detector module with SiPM for the second. This experimental conﬁguration is
detectors and LYSO scintillator arrays placed in discussed in Section II. Measurements of timing and
an edge-on orientation combined with one-to-one energy resolutions were performed with this conﬁgscintillator/detector optical coupling. This design uration, and the results are presented in Section III.
will provide depth of interaction capability and Section IV summarises the achievements to date and
minimises dead time for each module.
outlines the directions for ongoing research.
Placing pixellated photodetectors and crystals in
an edge on formation is a unique feature of CMII. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
RPet, providing a good estimate of the LoR. The
The experimental apparatus is described in the
high intrinsic gain of the SiPM detector along with
the total volume of scintillator material provides the following sections.
necessary sensitivity [6]. The CMRPet system has
a radial depth of four 3 × 3 mm pixels, offering A. Detector and Preampliﬁer
a theoretical spatial resolution at the centre of the
A 3 × 3 mm SiPM photodetector (SENSL SPMﬁeld of view of 0.68 mm.
Micro 3035) was biased at 28.2 V and coupled to a
The signiﬁcant increase in detectors per module matching 3×3×3 mm LYSO scintillator via optical
(16 SiPM detectors compared to the four PMTs grease. The scintillator was chosen due to its high
traditionally used) requires the use of sophisticated light yield and short decay time.
analog/digital pulse processing methods. This is
A photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R2300 biachieved via the SCEPTER ASIC from Brookhaven ased at 850 V) coupled to another 3 × 3 × 3 mm
2680
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ASIC, SCEPTER. Developed by the Brookhaven
National Laboratories, SCEPTER detects shaped
Fig. 3. Single pixel SiPM detector in coincidence with the PMT
and preampliﬁed pulses arriving from the detectors
with digital readout system
and converts the pulse height and time of arrival
to a digital value via a peak detect and Time to
LYSO scintillator crystal was placed 3 cm away Amplitude Converting (TAC) system [7]. It can sefrom the SiPM, with a 22 Na point source placed at quentially record up to eight simultaneous incoming
the midpoint of the two detectors. The output signals pulses. The time of arrival and pulse height inforwere fed to a dual input/output preampliﬁer based mation are read out as analog voltages in successive
on a fast wideband Darlington ampliﬁer (GALI-5+) read request intervals. These can be sampled in
the middle of the read request interval at the same
with a ﬁxed gain of 17.5 dB.
The preampliﬁed signal from both detectors were time as channel addresses are read out digitally.
coupled to timing ampliﬁers with a 200 ns inte- The readout process, which is independent from
gration time, and the resulting signals acquired by the pulse recording method, minimises the dead
an Application Speciﬁc IC (discussed in detail in time of the system. By analysing the timestamps
Section II-B). The measured pulse heights and times and the pulse energies, it is possible to identify
of arrival were recorded by the HYMOD system coincidences, allowing LoRs to be constructed for
sinogram binning and image reconstruction.
(discussed in detail in Section II-C) and logged.
A pulse threshold was applied to suppress spurious noise. All measurements were performed at
C. HYMOD data acquisition system
room temperature (21 ◦ C). The experimental appaData is acquired in real time via the HYMOD
ratus was validated using a precision pulse generator, which showed a timing resolution of approxi- PowerPC/FPGA signal processing board developed
at CSIRO, which forwards it to a data logger for
mately 3.5 ns.
analysis [8]. HYMOD digitises the analog representations of pulse height and time of arrival, acquires
B. SCEPTER Pulse Capture System
the channel addresses and generates the required
The shaped and gain adjusted signals were cou- control signals for SCEPTER (including the read
pled to two channels of a 32-channel analog/digital request clock).
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Fig. 7.
Coincidence timing spectra with optimal read request
frequency of 9.1429 MHz. A timing resolution of 11.7 ns FWHM
was achieved for coincidences between SiPM/LYSO and PMT/LYSO,
while the measured resolution for the pulser was 6.1 ns.

III. R ESULTS : T IMING & E NERGY R ESOLUTION
A timing resolution of 11.7 ns FWHM was
obtained from the HYMOD-based DAQ system.
The measured energy resolutions were 17% and
21.5% FWHM (at 511 keV) for the PMT and SiPM
detector respectively.
Timing resolution may be further improved by
additional power supply noise ﬁltering and using
a shorter shaping time. Energy resolution can be
enhanced by providing better regulation of detector
temperature, in order to eliminate thermally-induced
SiPM gain variation over the acquisition period.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
A novel hybrid analog/digital prototype PET data
acquisition system with SiPM detectors has been
designed and partially tested. The measured timing
and (SiPM) energy resolutions of 11.7 ns and 21.5%
respectively clearly demonstrate that the system has
great potential for use in preclinical PET instrumentation.
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